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1. INTR~PuCTION 
The author [7J proved that every derivation of IV*-algebras is inner. 
On the other hand, there are examples of C*-algebras having outer 
derivations ([.5], [q). R ecently, the author [9] showed that every 
derivation of uniformly hyperfinite C*-algebra is inner. 
In the present paper, we shall show in a more general sense, that 
every derivation of simple C*-algebras with unit is inner. 
2. DERIVATIONS OF SIMPLE C*-ALGEBRAS WITH UNIT 
Let A be a simple C*-algebra with unit 1, and let 6 be a derivation 
on A. In the following discussion, we shall show that A has only inner 
derivations. 
Let {w, H} be a *-representation of A on a Hilbert space H, n-(A), 
the weak closure of n(A) on H. Then, by Theorem 2 in [A, there 
exists an element a in v(A) such that T@(X)) = [a, T(X)] for x E A. 
Put 6*(x) = +([a*, r(x)]) for x E A; then 6* is also a derivation of A 
(cf. [7]). Hence it is enough to assume that a is selfadjoint. 
By considering 11 a 11 * 1 + a, we can take a positive element u 
of n(A). Let B be the C*-subalgebra of n-(A) generated by r(A) and Q. 
Take a maximal ideal M of B and consider the quotient algebra 
D = B/M; then D is a simple C*-algebra, and T(A) n M = (0) 
because A is simple and has the unit. Hence the image of r(A) in D 
is *-isomorphic to n(A) under the canonical mapping. Let y be the 
image of elements y of B in D, then 
WG) = [iii)] = [a”, qq] for XE ‘4. 
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Therefore, by identifying A with the image of r(A) in D, we have 
the following situation: there exists a simple C*-algebra D containing 
A such that D is generated by A and a positive element d, and 
6(x) = [d, x] for x E A. 
In the following discussion we shall show that A = D and so 6 
is inner. Suppose that A 5 D and let S be the set of all selfadjoint 
linear functionals f  on D with f  (A) = 0 and 11 f  11 < 1. 
Then S is a a(D *, D)-compact convex set where D* is the dual of D. 
Let g be an extreme point of S and let g = g, - g, be the unique 
decomposition of g such that gl , g2 > 0, IIg II = Ilg, II + Ilg, II 
(cf. PI, [a). Put CT = g, + g2 and let (7~~ , Ho be the *-representation 
of D constructed by f. 
LEMMA 1. Let “((A) be the weak closure of n[(A) on H, ; then r,(A) 
is afactor. 
Proof. We can write [( y) = (rc( y)le , 13 for y E D, where 
( , ) is the inner product of H, and 1, is the image of 1 in H, . 
Moreover, by the polar decomposition theorem of functionals 
(cf. [a]), there are two elements vi , r], in H, such that gi( y) = 
(n*( Y)Q , ~2 for y E D(i = 1, 2). 
Since g, = g, on A, the mapping rr&)ql ---f rr&)~ (X E A) will 
define a partial isometry u on H! . We can easily show that u belongs 
to the cornmutant v,(A)’ of rc(A). 
Now suppose that rc(A) has a nontrivial central projection z. 
Put k(y) = +Q(Y)Q~ vi)@ = 62) and k,(y) = <dy)(I - 4rlc, Q> 
(i= 1,2) foryED, h w ere I is the identity operator on H( . Then, 
h2W = <".iW2712 > 712) = <744mnll, w) 
= <~&)~rll~ 71) = 44 for XEA. 
Analogously, we have k2(x) = k,(x) for x E A. 
On the other hand, by Theorem 2 in [7] there exists a positive 
element b in $A) such that r@(x)) = [b, rrc(x)] and so [b, P&Z)] = 
44 xl) = be(4 ~&)I f or x E A; therefore b - 7rc(d) E yrr(A)‘. 
This implies that z commutes with rre(d) and so x belongs to the 
center of rE(D). 
Hence, 
II h, - h2 II < II 4 II + II A* II = II 4 + h2 II = IIU II = &a 
whereU(4 = <zn&)le , 13. Analogously, )I k, - k, 11 < g(I - z). 
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On the other hand, g = h, - h, + k, - k, ; hence 
1 = II g II G II 4 - h2 II + II k, - k2 II < 6%) + w - 4 = 1 
and so (1 h, - h, 11 = t(z), jl k, - k, 11 = [(I - x). 
Since z is a nontrivial central projection of re(D), 0 < f(z) < 1, 
because r((D)l, generates H, . 
Therefore, g = t(z) * h, - h2/t(z) + QI - z) * k, - k,/t(I - z) 
and so h, - h.J[(x) = k, - k,/&I - z) = g, - g, . 
But the support of h, - h, (resp. k, - k,) is contained in z 
(resp. I - z) and we have a contradiction. 
This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2. There exist two states ~~ , v2 on D such that v1 = q+ 
on 4 YJl(4 f 944 
WP. b-VP ,
and, moreover, the *-representation {rpl , H,,} 
H+,}) of D constructed by ~~ (resp. q2) is a factor representation. 
Proof. Consider the *-representation (7~~ , H,} of D in Lemma 1. 
Then, ‘rr6(A) is a factor. Moreover, r,(d) = b + (r,(d) - b), where 
b E nr(A) and r,(d) - b E r,(A)‘. 
Let C be the commutative C*-algebra generated by rc(d) - b and I, 
and let R be the C*-algebra generated by ne(A) and C. Then R can 
be canonically identified with the C*-tensor product rra(A) @ C, 
becausem is a factor (cf. [IO]). 
Let ,$I be the state on n,(A) such that [r(w) = ((w)l( , ld) for 
w E n&4), and let x1 , x2 be two different characters on C such that 
x,(r,(d) - b) # x2(r6(d) - b). Then E1 @ x1 and er @ xs will define 
two different states on R. 
Define q.~~( y) = [r @ x,(rre( y)) for y E D (i = 1, 2). Then Fi(d) = 
610 x&c(d)) = &O xi@ + 6-M - 6) = td4 + xi(rdd) - b). 
Hence d4 z R(d)- 
Next, we shall show that (rr4, 
representation {rqI , H,J of D 
Hq,} is a factor representation. The 
can be canonically considered the 
*-representation of r&D). We shall denote it by {ii,, , Hql}. 
Now, consider the *-representation {rrEIaX1, HSlmXl} of R constructed 
by t1 @ x1 on a Hilbert space HolaX . Then rdlox,(R) = rS(A)E @ I, 
where E is the orthogonal projection of H, onto the closed subspace 
generated by r,(A)1 z and I is the identity operator on a one-dimensional 
space. 
On the other hand, V,(A) C rc(D) C R. Hence rra18.J7rc(A)) = ___- - 
a&V 0 1 C ~mxl(~‘cm) c %%m = ~&w 0 I* 
Clearly the representation {eqI , H,J of 7r8 (D) can be considered a 
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restriction of the representation (rtloXl , HtlBX1} of .rrz(D) on some 
invariant closed subspace. Hence {Ed,, E&J and so {7rP1 , Hql} 
(analogously, (rq2 , f&J) is a factor representation. This completes 
the proof. Now we shall show 
THEOREM. Every derivation of simple C*-algebras with unit is inner. 
Proof. It is enough to prove that D = A. Suppose that D !j A; 
then we shall take two state vi , ?a on D as in Lemma 2. Take a 
positive element di in r,+,,(A) such that v,~(S(X)) = [di , Tag] for 
xEA(i= 1,2). 
Then [d, , TTJX)] = [rJd), TT+,~(x)] for x E A; hence r,,(d) - 
di E rr,~(A)‘. 
On the other hand, r+,,(A) and rpi(d) - di generate n+,,(D). Hence 
r,+,*(d) - di belongs to the center of r,,(D) and so TV,(d) - di = &I, , 
where Ii is the identity operator on Hqi and X, is a real number. - - 
Therefore, r+,,(A) = n,,(D). Moreover, v i = y2 on A. Hence there 
exists a *-isomorphism p of Z-~,(D) and r,+,JD) such that p(~~,(x)) = 
r&) and <P(T&))~,~ , L,> = (~~(41~~ , L,> for x E A. Put 
p(n,,(d)) = P; then 
Hence Ph,(d)) - %(4 E ~~~(4 and so P(TJ~) = r,,(d) + G 
-- 
because nq,(A) = r+,,(D), where h is a real number. 
Suppose h > 0, then II d+d))ll > II ~q,(411; but II ~&d)ll = II dll, 
because D is simple and we have a contradiction. Analogously, suppose 
that h < 0, then 11 rq2(d)II > II p(rr,,(d))jl = II d 11 which is a contra- 
diction. Hence h = 0, namely p(r++,(d)) = TVs(d). Then ya(d) = 
(r,,(d)l,, , I,,> = <p(rq,(d))lr,, 1,,>. Take a directed set (.rr,I(~J}(wA) 
such that 7rq,(xJ --P nql(d) (weakly); then 
w-&G I,, 3 lq*) = “F W&J) 1.7, ? LJ 
= l$ (~&J 1,) Ll,,> = (~&4 I,, , L,> = 44. 
This is a contradiction and completes the proof. 
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